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After a brief respite in March, the tone in the capital 
markets resumed its dour posture during April as 
investors were buffeted by a growing array of concerns, 
ranging from inflation, to recession, geopolitics, 
stagflation, supply chain disruptions and all points in 
between. At a broader level, the principal focus seemed 
bookended by trepidation central bankers had not acted 
fast enough to tame inflation and that they will do too 
much and mistakenly engineer a recession. And while 
risk assets sold off sharply in April as a result, bond 
yields continued their march ever higher as 10-year 
Canada bonds tacked on another 45 basis points or so 
to exit April just above 2.85%. In the US, the damage 
suffered by bonds was a little more acute, with 10-year 
Treasuries adding on nearly 60 basis points to reach 
2.93% by the time April was over, punctuating what 
has been one of the worst starts to a year for bonds in 
over a generation or two. Notwithstanding the overall 
escalation in yields during April, the curve did recover 
modestly after plunging in March to flat or inversion in 
many segments, which prompted considerable fears 
that a recession was in the offing. In Canada, the 2s-30s 
curve elevated from 9 basis points at the start of April to 
end at around 17 basis points. By comparison, the US 
saw its 2s-30s curve begin the month flat only to see it 
increase by almost 30 basis points.

Underscoring the weakness in bonds was ongoing volatility in 
the capital markets overall, particularly as April wore on and the 
reception for risk sentiment abated. As has been characteristic 
for much of 2022, daily moves of 10 basis points or more in all 
areas of the yield curve remained commonplace, leaving traders 
and investors alike reluctant to leave positions open overnight for 
fear they would awaken to an entirely different market ethos that 
would render stop losses as a mere recipe for crystallizing losses. 
In essence, investors have seemingly become anesthetized to 
rampant volatility percolating in the markets, essentially accepting 
it as part and parcel of figuring out a new direction forward, 
regardless of its fundamental contribution to catalyzing material 
year-to-date losses for most asset classes.

Not helping matters for bonds in April were musings from 
central bank officials south of the border about possible 75 
basis point rate hikes in order to get a handle on inflation, as 
well as a potentially accelerated timeframe for quantitative 
tightening. And, of course, feeding into the posturing around 
more aggressive actions by central banks on both sides of the 
border were eyepopping March inflation reads of 8.5% in the US 
(the highest since 1981) and 6.7% in Canada (the highest since 
1991). Ostensibly these throwback inflation numbers had sell-side 
analysts pulling out their Sony Walkmans and Atari 2600s, calling 
for policy prescriptions and market forecasts from a bygone 
era, trying to outdo each other with more and more outlandish 
predictions for everything from terminal rates, to inflation, to the 
size of policy rate increases. Yet, when the BoC did raise rates in 
the middle of April, they moved by 50 basis points and reaffirmed 
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policy rates were its main communicative mechanism for 
the markets, with quantitative tightening to be used as a 
complement, not a driver. The US Fed similarly chose to 
increase rates by 50 basis points at the beginning of May, 
with quantitative tightening also seen to be a complementary 
feature. Both moves, while indicating a measured approach by 
central banks on both sides of the border, failed to fully rein in 
market fears about how aggressive policy-makers will have to 
become as investors await meaningful signs that inflation has 
started to ebb. And even at that, there is much debate over 
how persistent higher inflation will be even if it has peaked.

With worries about inflation, rates and a possible recession 
taking centre stage in April, the total returns for bonds once 
again suffered a dismal performance. The FTSE Canada 
Universe Bond Index lost -3.49% during April 2022, bringing 
the year-to-date loss to a staggering -10.22%. The Federal 
component of the index lost -2.52% (-7.93% YTD), while Broad 
All Corporates were down -3.20% (-9.44% YTD) as spreads 
widened by 16 basis points. As has been the case all year, we 
expect volatility in the global capital markets to persist for the 
foreseeable, with bonds to be no exception. Investors remain 

focused on inflation and recession worries, with elevated 
geopolitical turmoil and its attendant impact on commodity 
prices poised to take centre stage at any moment. We 
continue to believe central bankers remain in a tough spot, 
endeavouring to tackle inflation without being able to directly 
address some of its root causes, like geopolitical conflict and 
ongoing supply chain issues. 

Our overall view is now biased towards being closer to home 
in our duration management given the historic pace at which 
bond yields increased since the beginning of the year. We think 
bond yields will not continue to increase at that brisk pace 
much longer since game plans from the FED and the BoC 
(O/N rate and reduction in bond holdings) are known now. At 
the same time, we will remain nimble to take advantage of 
anticipated ongoing volatility as the markets continue to figure 
out which yield levels will be enough to bring back buyers. 
We are more cautious towards corporates in the current 
environment as ongoing inflation and likely slowing economic 
activity begin to eat away at profits and start to adversely 
impact credit profiles.

iAIM snapshot

 — Principal asset manager for iA Financial Group

 — Major player in the asset management industry

 — Manages $97 billion in general portfolios and 
segregated and mutual funds

 — A team of 184 people, including 108 investment 
professionals (including 44 CFA charterholders)

 — Composed of experienced managers who emphasize 
fundamental analysis, identification of value and  
long-term investing
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ALEXANDRE MORIN, CFA

 — Principal Portfolio Manager

 — Joined iAIM in 2015

 — More than 20 years of investment experience

 — Bachelor’s degree in Business Administration, Université Laval
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iA Financial Group is a business name and trademark of  
Industrial Alliance Insurance and Financial Services Inc. ia.ca

DISCLAIMER

This document was prepared by iA Investment Management. Unless otherwise indicated, the segregated funds presented in this document 
are offered by iA Financial Group and the Mutual Funds presented are offered by iA Clarington Investments Inc.

The opinions expressed herein are based on current market conditions and may change without notice. They are not intended to provide 
investment advice. The forecasts provided herein are not guarantees of future performance, and include risks, uncertainty and assumptions. 
While these assumptions appear reasonable, there is no guarantee that they will be confirmed.

An investment in the mutual fund or the segregated fund may result in commissions, trailing commissions, management and other fees. 
Please read the prospectus or the Information Folder before making an investment. Each rate of return indicated is a historical annual 
compounded total rate of return that takes into account fluctuations in the value of units or shares and the reinvestment of all distributions and 
does not take into account buying commissions or redemption fees, investment fees, optional fees or tax on payable income by a unit holder, 
which would contribute to poor performance. Mutual Funds are not guaranteed and the segregated funds are guaranteed in part, under 
certain conditions. The value often fluctuates upward or downward, at the risk of the subscriber, and past performance is not indicative of 
future performance.

The rate of return is used to illustrate the effects of the compound growth rate only and is not intended to reflect the future values of the 
investment fund or the return on an investment in the investment funds.

iA Financial Group is a business name and trademark of Industrial Alliance Insurance and Financial Services Inc. iA Investment Management  
is a trademark and business name under which Industrial Alliance Investment Management Inc. operates. iA Investment Management and  
iA Clarington Investments Inc. are wholly owned subsidiaries of iA Financial Group.

This publication contains information provided by companies not affiliated with iA Financial Group (“Third Party Content Providers”), including, 
but not limited to, ratings, stock indexes and company-classification systems (“Third Party Content”) Third party Content is the property and 
trademarked by the relevant Third Party Content Providers and has been licensed for use by iA Financial Group. The use of Data received from 
Third Party Content Providers by iA Financial Group is authorized under licence.

This publication contains information provided by companies not affiliated with iA Financial Group (“Third Party Content Providers”), including, 
but not limited to, ratings, stock indexes and company-classification systems (“Third Party Content”) Third party Content is the property  
and trademarked by the relevant Third Party Content Providers and has been licensed for use by iA Financial Group. The use of Data received 
from Third Party Content Providers by iA Financial Group is authorized under licence. 

The information presented in this publication is provided for informational purposes only. iA Financial Group and Third Party Content Providers 
make no representations or warranties as to the information contained herein and no not guarantee its originality, accuracy or completeness. 
iA Financial Group and Third Party Content Providers disclaim all liability in respect of this information or the use or misuse thereof. 

The investment funds offered by iA Financial Group (“Funds”) are not sponsored, endorsed, sold or promoted by Third Party Content 
Providers. Third Party Content Providers make no representation as to the relevance of investing in the Funds, offer no guarantee or  
conditions in respect thereof, or assume liability in respect of their design, administration or negotiation. 

Financial and economic publications of iA Financial Group are not written, reviewed or approved by Third Party Content Providers. 

Any information contained herein may not be copied, used or distributed without the written consent of iA Financial Group and/or  
the relevant Third Party Content Provider.

Where FTSE indexes are used, or referenced: FTSE International Limited (“FTSE”) © FTSE [2018] ® is a trademark of the London Stock 
Exchange Group companies and is used by FTSE under licence. “NAREIT®” is a trademark of the National Association of Real Estate 
Investment Trusts and used by FTSE under licence. “EPRA®” is a trademark of the European Public Estate Association and used by FTSE 
under licence. “TMX” is a trademark of the TSX Inc. used by FTSE under licence.

NASDAQ®, OMXTM, NASDAQ-100® and NASDAQ-100 Index® are registered trademarks of NASDAQ Inc. and are licensed for use  
by iA Financial Group. 

Where the Global Industry Classification Standard (GICS) is used or referenced: the GICS was developed by MSCI Inc. (“MSCI”)  
and Standard & Poor’s Financial Services LLC (“S&P”) and is licensed for use by iA Financial Group.

The International Equity Index Fund, the Global Equity Index ACWI Fund, the Global Stock Account, the European Stock Account and  
the International Stock Account are each indexed to an MSCI index. MSCI indexes are licensed for use by iA Financial Group. For more 
information about the MSCI indexes, visit htpps://msci.com/indexes.
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